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BACKGROUND

Dengue infection, one of the most devastating
mosquito-borne viral diseases in human, is now a
significant problem in many countries like
Bangladesh. It is estimated that some 500 000
people with dengue require hospitalization due
to warning signs or severe dengue,1 and causes
about 20 000 deaths every year.2 Considering fatal
and non-fatal outcomes together, dengue was
responsible for 114 million disability-adjusted life-
years (DALYs).2

The causative dengue viruses are members of the
genus Flavivirus, within the family Flaviviridae.
There are four closely related serotypes, the dengue
viruses (DENV) 1-4 and at least four genotypes
within each serotype. Flaviviruses are lipid-
enveloped, positive-strand RNA viruses, that
encodes three structural proteins, namely capsid
protein (C), precursor membrane/membrane protein
(PrM/M) and envelope protein (E). Besides structural
proteins, there are seven nonstructural proteins (NS)
which are associated with viral replication and
disease pathogenesis. The disease, caused by the
four-dengue virus serotypes, ranges from
asymptomatic infection to undifferentiated fever,
dengue fever (DF), and severe dengue hemorrhagic
fever (DHF). The primary vector, the urban-adapted
Aedes aegypti, has become widely distributed across
tropical and subtropical latitudes.

The 4 dengue serotypes are serologically and
genetically distinct,3 although they share several
structural antigens. Following an infection with one
DENV serotype, the antibodies induced are
typespecific and also cross-reactive with other
DENV serotypes. After human inoculation via the
bite of an infected female mosquito, the virus
replicates in local dendritic cells. Subsequent entry
into macrophages and activation of lymphocytes is
followed by entry into the bloodstream. Dengue
viruses primarily infect cells of the myeloid lineage,
including macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic
cells. Haematogenous spread is the likely mechanism
for infection of peripheral organs.

Dengue Vaccine: Past, Present and Future

Prevention depends primarily on control of the
mosquito vector which has achieved only limited
success in reducing transmission of dengue. The
primary vector, the urban-adapted Aedes aegypti, has
become widely distributed across tropical and
subtropical latitudes. It has spread globally with the
advent of increased travel and trade in the past 50
years.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF DENGUE
VACCINES

The first dengue vaccines were evaluated in 1929.4

Development of safe and effective dengue vaccines
faces many challenges. Infection by one of the four
dengue virus serotypes has been shown to confer
lasting protection against homotypic reinfection, but
only transient protection against a secondary
heterotypic infection. Moreover, secondary heterotypic
infection is associated with an increased risk of severe
disease. Due to these dengue-specific complexities,
vaccine development focuses on the generation of a
tetravalent vaccine aimed at providing long-term
protection against all virus serotypes. Despite those
challenges, vaccine development has made remarkable
progress in recent years, and the current dengue
vaccine pipeline is advanced, diverse, and overall
promising. At present, several dengue vaccines have
been tested in human clinical trial, and a single
candidate is now in phase III clinical trials. Different
approaches in dengue vaccine development are
discussed herein.

Live attenuated virus vaccine: The first major effort at
live attenuated dengue vaccine development began at
the University of Hawaii using the traditional method
of serial passage of virus in a nonhuman host and
then transferred to Mahidol University in Bangkok,
Thailand for further passage and development of
candidate vaccines and testing.5,6 The candidate
vaccine was used for phase I and II clinical trials in
Thai adults and children. Not all of the volunteers
seroconverted to all four dengue serotypes and some
showed unacceptable reactogenicity, consequently
further clinical testing was stopped.7,8 Although the
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development of this candidate vaccine was not
successful, the initiative was responsible for the
subsequent progress that has been made in developing
a live attenuated tetravalent dengue vaccine.9

Chimeric virus vaccine: The US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) developed a tetravalent
chimeric dengue vaccine by inserting DENV-1, -3 and
-4 prM and E genes into cDNA derived from the
successfully attenuated DEN-2 component of the
Mahidol University-Sanofi Pasteur live attenuated
dengue virus vaccine (DEN-2, 16681 PDK-53).
Dengue-dengue chimeras tetravalent vaccine
candidate was then formulated and licensed to
Inviragen, Inc. and Takeda respectively and has
undergone clinical testing 10-13

Inactivated virus vaccine: Inactivated whole virus
vaccines have two advantages since they cannot revert
to a more pathogenic phenotype, and they are unlikely
to interfere with each other in combination. Moreover,
induction of cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses have been demonstrated with inactivated
flavivirus vaccines.14

Subunit vaccines: Recombination subunit
approaches offer advantages, including anticipated
minimal reactogenicity and freedom from
adventitious agents. However, incomplete post-
translational processing of proteins can lead to
proteins that differ from native proteins and antibody
responses.15 Production in mammalian cells may
reduce some of these concerns.16

Dengue DNA vaccines: They offer a possible method
to raise protective immunity, by passing the problem
of interference seen with multivalent live virus
vaccines. DNA vaccines are composed of a plasmid
or plasmids containing dengue genes. Tetravalent
DNA vaccine inoculated in mice and monkeys
successfully raised neutralization antibodies.
Monkeys resisted challenge with DEN-1 but not DEN-
2.17,18

A DENV-1 DNA vaccine: It was evaluated in
flavivirus-negative volunteers with the three-dose
series at day 0, and at 1 and 5 months. None of the
volunteers receiving a low dosage and half of those
receiving a high dosage developed neutralizing
antibodies.19

Vectored vaccines: Recombinant poxviruses and
adenoviruses expressing foreign proteins have been
demonstrated to induce strong humoral and cellular

responses in humans against various pathogens.
Several live virus vectors such as adenovirus,
alphavirus, and vaccinia virus are designed for direct
administration to the host and have been engineered
to express DENV E protein for further evaluation as
dengue vaccine candidates.12,20

CONCLUSION

Dengue virus is the causative agent of a wide
spectrum of clinical manifestations, ranging from
mild acute febrile illness to classical DF and DHF.
DHF is caused by the potentially fatal forms of dengue
virus infection, which has become an intractable
global health problem. Vector control has achieved
only limited success in reducing the transmission of
dengue and there are currently no licensed antivirals
to treat dengue. The most effective way to control
dengue diseases in the future will include the use of a
safe and effective vaccine. Dengue is a unique and
complex disease; developing a dengue vaccine has
proven equally complex. Although no licensed
dengue vaccine is yet available, several vaccine
candidates are under development, including live
attenuated virus vaccines, live chimeric virus
vaccines, inactivated virus vaccines, and live
recombinant, DNA and subunit vaccines. The live
chimeric virus vaccine is undergoing a phase III
clinical trial. Other vaccine candidates have been
evaluated in preclinical animal models or are being
prepared for clinical trials.

For the first time in dengue-prone Bangladesh,
researchers from International Centre for Diarrhoeal
Disease Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B) and the
Lerner College of Medicine at the University of
Vermont in the United States have completed research
on an encouraging tetravalent dengue vaccine, i.e., a
vaccine that is effective against all four types of dengue
virus. The study evaluated the single dose dengue
vaccine TV-005 and found it to be safe for use in
children, adults and able to induce immunity. The
study results were recently published in the Lancet
Infectious Diseases journal.21
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